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author. With the acute perception of the trained builder, Mr. Bone has been 
prowling in the dark rooms of old Edinburgh, back in the wynds, up the dark 
stairs of many lands now given over to the poor but holding still in their shabby 
estate the remnant of the ornament which once was decoration for earl and 
parliament man and fine lady of the court. He has written in intimate detail a 
most agreeable record of much that few who live all their days in Edinburgh 
have ever seen. WILLIAM CHURCHILL. 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

Ancient Hunters, and their modern Representatives. By W. J. 
Sollas. xvi and 416 pp. Maps, ills., index. Macmillan & Co., Itd., London, 
191r. $4. 9 x 6. 

Studies in prehistoric anthropology have been accelerated, during the last 
few years, by the discovery of a number of skeletal remains of man. This book 
is an account of these findings which have modified the theory of the antiquity 
of the human race. The story is presented in a vivid way with the aid of an 
ingenious comparison of the ancient dwellers of the earth with their modern 
representatives. The real discussion opens with a chapter on the extinct Tas- 
manians which the author asserts were a Paleolithic or even an earlier race, 
although they lived recently. The Lower Paleolithic conditions include the 
Mesvinian, Strepyan, Chellan and the Acheulean stages of culture and a brief 
description of these introduces the readers to the most ancient hunters. 

The record of the Mousterians of the Mid-paleolithic is more complete. The 
story is told of the Australian aborigines, "the Mousterians of the Antipodes." 
"If, as we have supposed, the Tasmanians were driven out of Australia by a 
Paleolithic race, now represented by the Australians, it is evident that the two 
most divergent sub-divisions of the human family, that is, the Cymotrichi 
(wavy haired) and the Ulotrichi (twisted haired) were already in existence 
at a very early date." In the treatment of the Upper Paleolithic, the Aurig- 
nacian stage is described by citing the history of many stations in Europe. The 
introduction of the art of expression by pictures forms an interesting phase of 
this age. The modern representatives of the Aurignacians are the Bushmen. 
The Magdalenian man, the next in order, seems to have been the ancient 
representative of the Eskimo, a dweller on a tundra which bordered a cold 
ocean, and the comparison between these two races so far apart as to time and 
so near as to accomplishments and customs is a fascinating study. Introductory 
to all this history the author describes the Great Ice Age; and the division of 
time into eight ages, four glacial which mark the advances of the ice and four 
genial which mark its retreats, provides him with a chronological scale to which 
the events of the early history are referred. The chronology is attempted in 
the last chapter. The author admits no positive evidence of the existence of 
man preceding the Pleistocene. The book contains many illustrations and is a 
very instructive survey of prehistorical archaology. ROBERT M. BROWN. 

Kulturelemente der lMenschheit. Anfange und Urformen der materiellen 
Kultur. Von Dr. Karl Weule. 94 pp. Ills. Kosmos Gesellschaft der 
Naturfreunde. Franckh'sche Verlagshandlung, Stuttgart, I910. Mk. i.8o. 

x 5. 

Within such narrow compass this little volume can pretend to no higher 
estate than that of a primer introductory to the great and rapidly growing 
science of the comprehension of primitive man. But as primer it is interesting 
to set it in comparison with a series of similar primers in English now appear- 
ing under high university sanction. Of this series it has been said that each 
primer is so accurate and at the same time so condensed as to be quite beyond 
the powers of any but the leaders of the science. This German primer, on the 
other hand, in common with at least ten others produced under the sanction of 
the Kosmos Society of Stuttgart, is essentially narrative. The purpose of each, 
in strong contradistinction from the English model of the science primer, is 
expressly to present an interesting story of the science in such simple form as 
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